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**Tagline**

Steady Goal & Flexible Approach

**Focus**

- Ensure equal access to all levels of inclusion including persons with disabilities.
- Ensure all learners acquire knowledge and skills for sustainability.
This course has developed under the UNESCO Open Education for Better World (OE4BW) 2021
Online Mentoring Program

Gender Equality & Education

Course Developer
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Course Mentor—

Prof. Dr. Katja Mihurko Poniž
Fakulteta za humanistiko / School of Humanities
Univerza v Novi Gorici / University of Nova Gorica
What I Learnt as a Course developer?

• How to become successful developer and responsible Mentor
• Gain knowledge about Open Education Resources.
• How to search CC License resources from Y tube videos. Images
• Learnt features of learning platform.
• Developed competency to deal with participants who had joined course
• Learnt features of MOOC courses and online teaching learning
• Video making, audio recording, script writing
Utilized my expertise – My contribution

• JNU-Delhi- Joined for short term course (Design Develop and Deliver MOOC course)
• Based on first course – BOOK Published
Everyone has Right to take Education

RIGHT TO EDUCATION ACT-2009

Course Code-PE27
This course is focusing on Right to Education Act-2009. This course explores the background provisions and key features of RTE Act-2009. RTE provided free and compulsory education to children and enforced it as a fundamental right under Article 21-A.
WELCOME TO COURSE
MODELS OF TEACHING

E-Content Developer
http://angira.iite.ac.in
Conducted teacher training- Online course design develop and deliver- State and National level
When I becoming Mentor-

- Mentee- Roshan Dsouza
Course name- Scientific Research Methodology
Distance Mentorship-
Availability of Mentor
Expertise in Subject /area
Knowledge of Learning Platform
Resourceful
Growing Journey - Together we grow

• Sharing knowledge
• Divergent Thinking
• Observing
• Learning
• Understanding

Mentor-
Examine it
Share it
Understand it
Suggestions

• Provide evaluation scheme for mentor/hub coordinator
• Provide specific/Common learning platform by OE4BW team if possible
• Fix timetable
• Thank You